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Bremerhaven
• The city of Bremerhaven is actively committed to optimize 

accessibility in accordance with the strategic recommendation 
from our target groups and to continuously dismantle barriers in 
public space.

• All tourism service partners are open for this topic. An 
important milestone was reached in early 2019: The city was 
named the first tourist destination in Germany, whose 
accessibility was independently certified by the German 
Seminar for Tourism (DSFT) with the nationwide recognized 
"Travel for All" certificate.

• The Climate House Bremerhaven 8° East, the German 
Maritime Museum, the German Emigration Center and the Zoo 
at the Sea are multisensory museums. These facilities are 
already very well equipped for guests with limited mobility.
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Accessibility in public space /
public transport

• All buses of the municipal public transport company are 
equipped with low-floor technology for lowering and have 
integrated folding ramps. 

• On major bus stations passenger information is also available 
as an audio broadcast. The main train station and hotspot bus 
stations are equipped with tactile flooring. 

• Since February 2020 new pontoons in the New Harbor are 
equipped with tactile flooring and a lift for wheelchairs.

• Touch models make it easier for blind people to find their way 
around public areas and individual facilities. Comparable touch 
models will be installed in 2020 in the tourism area Harbor 
Worlds. Our main train station is already equipped with a touch 
model.
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Accessibility at events

For various events the Tourism Board has implemented new and 
helpful measures:

• a flyer with information about "accessibility" on the event 
grounds and, produced with the help of a professional 
translation agency, a flyer in "easy language”.

• installation of several mobile ramps that provide access to the 
tents on the event grounds for wheelchair users, baby carriages 
and people with walkers.

• since 2018 a tourist city map on the topic of "Accessibility" has 
been published.
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Further measures …
• The implementation of a visitor routing system will be provided 

with Braille on places with a high number of visitors.

• Continuation of the “Working Group Accessibility” for further 
projects, and to win new tourism partners. Commitment for 
accessibility in several city neighborhoods continues to grow.

• Acquisition of mobile ramps - in order to allow access to bars and 
restaurants, who cannot afford a large investment.

• Investment in service facilities to improve accessibility in public 
areas e.g. in the City Theater a lift will be installed to allow access 
for all.

• The City of Bremerhaven is continuously expanding its website for 
tourists and citizens alike in terms of accessibility.
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Best practice …
German Emigration Center
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German Emigration Center
• Is an award winning museum presenting 300 years of European 

emigration history and German immigration history.

• 1830 – 1974: Bremerhaven was the largest emigration harbor on 
mainland Europe.

• Visitors travel through time during their tour through exhibition
rooms which are detailled reconstructions of historic sites. They
accompany two “real“ family stories of emigrants and immigrants
and thus learn why these people decided to leave their homes.

• 2005: museum on the history of emigration.
2007: European Museum of the Year Award.
2012: new exhibition wing for the history of German immigration.
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Our Motivations ...
• Ethic commitment:

A museum such as the GEC whose aim it is to teach equality, 
respect and tolerance in an immigration society, cannot treat its
visitors unequally – in terms of not considering their physical or
mental limitations. 

• Demographic changes:
12–14% of our visitors are 65+ years. This number will increase. 
Thus: the number of those who need help during their visit will 
increase respectively. 

• “Erlebnismuseum“ (theme museum to “experience“ something):
“to experience s.th.“ sounds like physical activity – sounds like: one
has to be fit for it. Not to visit the museum for this reason would be
wrong. At GEC “experiencing“ means “with all senses“: see, smell, 
touch, hear.
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Programmes for ...
visually handicapped:
• special guided tours
• audio stations
• sound installations

emphasize the atmosphere
• guide dogs (seeing-eye

dogs) are allowed in the
museum

• “Day for the Visually
Handicapped“: special
guided tour with reduction
on entrance fee
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Programmes for ...
deaf visitors:
• special tours with sign

language interpreter
• information sheets in “easy“ 

language
• „Roxy Cinema“: 

documentaries with subtitles
• “Day for the Deaf“: special

guided tour with reduction
on entrance fee
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Programmes for ...
wheelchair users:
• low installed audio stations

even in rooms which are
highly staged, such as the
steam ship “Lahn”

• in room “family research“, 
stools can easily be moved
so that wheelchair user can
reach the computers
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Brochures
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Brochures
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Brochures
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Brochures
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Brochures
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Website
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Certificate

URKUNDE  

 

    
Rolf Schrader, Geschäftsführer     
Deutsches Seminar für Tourismus Berlin e. V.     

 
 
 

Die bundesweite Kennzeichnung »Reisen für Alle« wird verliehen von 
Deutsches Seminar für Tourismus (DSFT) Berlin e.V. 

Tourismus für Alle Deutschland e. V. (NatKo) 

www.Reisen-für-Alle.de 

für 

Deutsches  
Auswandererhaus 

27568 Bremerhaven, Zertifikats-ID: 2018-1992 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dieser Betrieb wurde nach den Kriterien  
der bundesweiten Kennzeichnung  

»Reisen für Alle«  
eingestuft und ist berechtigt, im Zeitraum 

Februar 2018 - Januar 2021 
die Auszeichnung  

»Barrierefreiheit geprüft«   

sowie die dazu gehörigen Piktogramme zu führen   
und vertragsgemäß zu nutzen. 
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Conclusion
• Addressing disabled people and offering more barrier-free

programmes has a positive effect - not only to the visitors, but 
also to us, the German Emigration Center.

• Disabled visitors need intense assistance: whereas we
normally accept 25–30 participants in a group for a tour, we only
accept 12–20 for one of the special tours.

• As we need to book a specialist for the tour for the deaf, it is more
expensive > these guided tours still have to be economic. 

• New programmes have had a positive effect: increase of 4% 
amongst the most disabled people (Degree of Disability 80). 

• Diversity of visitors has changed: greater variety of people – thus
our initial motivation has been proofed to be correct.
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Thank you! 

Ilka Seer, German Emigration Center Bremerhaven


